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Abstract

Direct policy search (DPS) and look-ahead tree (LT) policies are two popular techniques for solving dif-
ficult sequential decision-making problems. They both are simple to implement, widely applicable without
making strong assumptions on the structure of the problem, and capable of producing high performance con-
trol policies. However, computationally both of them are, each in their own way, very expensive. DPS can
require huge offline resources (effort required to obtain the policy) to first select an appropriate space of pa-
rameterized policies that works well for the targeted problem, and then to determine the best values of the
parameters via global optimization. LT policies do not require any offline resources; however, they typically
require huge online resources (effort required to calculate the best decision at each step) in order to grow trees
of sufficient depth. In this paper, we propose optimized look-ahead trees (OLT), a model-based policy learning
scheme that lies at the intersection of DPS and LT. In OLT, thecontrol policy is represented indirectly through
an algorithm that at each decision step develops, as in LT using a model of the dynamics, a small look-ahead
tree until a prespecified online budget is exhausted. UnlikeLT, the development of the tree is not driven by a
generic heuristic; rather, the heuristic is optimized for the target problem and implemented as a parameterized
node scoring function learned offline via DPS. We experimentally compare OLT with pure DPS and pure LT
variants on optimal control benchmark domains. The resultsshow that the LT-based representation is a versa-
tile way of compactly representing policies in a DPS scheme (which results in OLT being easier to tune and
having lower offline complexity than pure DPS); while at the same time, DPS helps to significantly reduce the
size of the look-ahead trees that are required to take high-quality decisions (which results in OLT having lower
online complexity than pure LT). Moreover, OLT produces overall better performing policies than pure DPS
and pure LT and also results in policies that are robust with respect to perturbations of the initial conditions.

Keywords: Reinforcement learning, optimal control, direct policy search, look-ahead tree search

Short title: Optimized look-ahead tree policies
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1 Introduction

In the last decades, a wide range of techniques have been developed for solving optimal sequential decision-
making problems that arise in the ideologically separated fields of industrial control, reinforcement learning,
and AI. Two simple but powerful techniques that are known to work well particularly on difficult problems
characterized by large state spaces aredirect policy search(DPS) [5] andlook-ahead tree(LT) policies [24].

DPS techniques primarily originate from the field of reinforcement learning and partly also evolutionary
computation. In DPS, optimization is carried out directly in policy space. Control policies are represented as
parameterized functions mapping states to actions. The best policy, i.e., the best setting of parameters, and
sometimes also the functional form itself, is found by localor global optimization over the parameter space,
where the objective function – the performance of the induced policy – is estimated through simulation or real-
world experiments.

Look-ahead tree policies originate from the field of planning and search, but are increasingly also gaining
popularity as a model-based technique in the field of optimalcontrol. Unlike problems studied under the “classic”
reinforcement learning setting, problems in optimal control are typically deterministic and it is assumed that a
model is available that enables to simulate transitions andrewards. LT policies rely on this model during decision
making and determine control actions in the following way. First, they develop a look-ahead tree by simulating
the evolution of the system subject to multiple possible future action sequences; then, they select an action based
on the information collected in this tree.

For practitioners, both DPS and LT methods are very appealing. Both methods are general and do not make
any strong assumptions about the nature of the problem (e.g., real-valued vs. unstructured discrete spaces) or
its specific properties (regularity assumptions on transitions and rewards), which makes them applicable to a
wide range of real-world problems. Both methods are, from the standpoint of technical sophistication required,
fairly simple and can be implemented rapidly and easily. Finally, both methods are suprisingly effective and can
produce good policies for difficult control problems where more sophisticated methods (such as value function
or Pontryagin’s maximum principle based techniques) wouldotherwise fail.

However, DPS and LT have one major weakness: they both are, each in their own way, computationally
very expensive. With DPS, the computational cost arises from the initial effort required to learn the policy.
A policy in DPS can be parametrized in many ways (e.g., linearparametrizations, neural networks, or radial
basis functions) and will typically also depend on additional hyperparameters that determine their complexity
(e.g., the number of hidden neurons, the number of basis functions). There is no simple recipe to determine
which particular class of parametrization works best for a given problem, and the final performance of the policy
crucially depends on making the right choice. Finding an appropriate representation, tuning its hyperparameters,
and then determining the values of the best parameters can thus be a challenging and time consuming process and
typically involves a large amount of trial and error experimentation. However, once a suitable parameterization
is found and its parameters are learned via global optimization, executing the policy, that is, using it to calculate
decisions online, is very fast and only requires negligiblecomputational resources. LT policies on the other hand
are the exact opposite. LT policies do not require any offlineefforts; they can be applied to almost any optimal
control problem without any prior knowledge—this without even depending on the dimensionality of the state
space. The main issue with LT policies is that they typicallyrequire a huge amount of online resources to grow a
tree of sufficient depth to derive high-quality decisions from. In practice, these online resources are often limited,
either due to real-time constraints (e.g.,100 ms per decision) or human-scale constraints (e.g., one houror one
day per decision). Given such constraints, the actions suggested by LT policies may be arbitrarily sub-optimal.

We thus make the distinction in our evaluation of methods betweenoffline computational complexity(effort
required to obtain the policy) andonline computational complexity(effort required to calculate the best decision
at each step) and find that DPS and LT lie at opposite ends of thecomplexity spectrum: DPS typically requires
huge offline resources to first select an appropriate space ofparameterized policies that works well for the targeted
problem, and then to determine the best values of the parameters via global optimization. However, the online
complexity of DPS can be very low. LT policies do not require any offline resources; however, they typically
require huge online resources in order to grow trees of sufficient depth.

Starting from this observation, it is natural to wonder how we can combine these two ideas in order to create
a new hybrid solution for optimal control that leverages theadvantages of both.

In this paper, we propose to bridge the gap between LT and DPS policies with a new model-based hybrid
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technique: optimized look-ahead tree (OLT) policies1. From the point of view of LT policies, our approach
starts from the observation that the efficiency of an LT policy, given a finite online computational budget, can
be improved by more intelligently directing the way in whichthe tree is grown, for example, by giving priority
to sequences of actions that seem more promising [24]. In fact, a large number of different strategies could
be considered to develop look-ahead trees, by combining aspects from breadth-first exploration to depth-first
exploration and from random exploration to purely greedy exploration. In OLT policies, the strategy which is
used to develop the tree is not fixeda priori, but is learned in a problem-dependent way through direct policy
search. We use DPS as a principled way to exploit offline computational time in order to optimize the way how
the agent will allocate its finite amount of online computational time.

We experimentally compare our hybrid OLT method with pure LTpolicies using four different exploration
strategies. We also consider two other state-of-the-art DPS techniques, where the policies are represented through
neural networks and adaptive radial basis functions, respectively. Based on an extensive study on four challenging
optimal control problems, we show that our approach indeed leverages the advantages of the two techniques from
which it originates. In particular, we show that OLT policies generally achieve a better performance than either
pure LT or pure DPS techniques (in one of the benchmark domains, significantly better), while requiring fewer
online resources than LT and fewer offline resources than DPS.

The content of the paper is structured as follows. In Section2, we begin by introducing basic notation and
state formally the type of sequential decision-making problems this paper is about. Section 3 presents a detailed
description of optimized look-ahead trees. The node scoring function of optimized look-ahead trees can be
learned using any derivative-free global optimizer. One such optimizer which was shown to be highly relevant
to DPS is Gaussian process optimization [18, 32]. We give a brief (but for all practical purposes fully sufficient)
summary of this approach in Section 4. Section 5 presents theresults of extensive experimental evaluations,
wherein we compare optimized look-ahead trees with different pure DPS and pure LT techniques on a number
of well-known benchmark domains. We present related work inSection 6, discuss weaknesses in Section 7, and
finally conclude in Section 8.

2 Problem Statement

As a first step towards investigating the combination of direct policy search with look-ahead tree policies, we
focus in this paper on an elementary setting for optimal control: we consider fully-observable deterministic
problems with discrete actions. Dealing with continuous actions, stochasticity or partial observability is left for
future work and several directions to extend our ideas to these more complex settings are presented in Section 7.

Formally, we consider a discrete-time system whose dynamics are given byxt+1 = f(xt, at), wherex is an
element of some state spaceX anda is an element of some action spaceA. We do not make any assumptions
about the form of the state space, since the presented approach can deal with any form ofX. We do, however,
make strong assumptions about the action spaceA: we require that it is finite, i.e.|A| = K, and, for computa-
tional reasons, that the number of actions is small. In the examples we will consider later,X will be continuous
and vector-valued, i.e.,X ⊂ R

nx and each discrete action will be mapped to a specific continuous control vector
(bang-bang control).

The system evolves at discrete time steps with decision points occuring att = 1, 2, . . .. For every transition
we make, we observe a scalarreward2 ̺(xt, at) which serves as a performance measure the sum of which we
want to optimize over time. We denote byB = inf{̺(xt, at) : (x, a) ∈ X × A} andB = sup{̺(xt, at) :
(x, a) ∈ X × A}, without however assuming that they are finite. As is common for this class of problems,
myopic optimization, that is, choosing the one actionat that minimizes̺ at each decision pointt, does generally
not produce optimality with respect to the accumulated sum of rewards. Letπ : X → A denote a stationary
policy, i.e. a mapping from states to actions. For any given policyπ and statex0, the infinite horizon discounted

1This technique was initially proposed in [35] and is here extended through a more mature exposition of the method and an extensive
experimental study which covers many more aspects than the initial paper. Furthermore, we introduce the use of Gaussianprocess
optimization to improve the sample efficiency of the approach.

2Note that because the dynamics are deterministic, the reward can implicitly also depend on the successor statext+1 = f(xt, at).
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sum of rewardsV π(x0) is defined as

V π(x0) := lim
T→∞

T
∑

t=0

γt̺(xt, π(xt)), where∀t : xt+1 = f(xt, π(xt)), (1)

and where0 < γ < 1 is a discount factor. The optimal value function is defined asthe maximum over all policies,
V ∗(x0) := maxπ V π(x0), and satisfies the discrete-time Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman(HJB) equation

V ∗(x) = max
a

[

̺(x, a) + γV ∗
(

f(x, a)
)]

∀x ∈ X. (2)

If we are able to determine the solutionV ∗ of Eq. (2), the optimal action for every statex can be derived as
π∗(x) = argmaxa

[

̺(x, a) + γV ∗
(

f(x, a)
)]

. However, solving Eq. (2) exactly is possible only in some cases
(e.g., LQR); in the general nonlinear case and for higher dimensional spaces, this presents an open research
problem.

DPS approaches do not try to estimateV π or V ∗. Instead, they solve the conceptually simpler problem of
finding a policy that “works well” for some initial conditions. In our case, we define this objective as follows:
given a set of initial statesX0 ⊂ X, our goal is to find a policy that maximizes the performance over the states3

in X0, i.e., we want to find
argmax

π

∑

x0∈X0

V π(x0) (3)

(or argmaxπ

∑

x0∈X0
p(x0)V

π(x0), wherep(x0) ≥ 0 are some weights).
In order to solve this problem, one assumes that policies arefunctionsπθ := π(· ; θ) parameterized by some

vectorθ ∈ R
d. The optimization over policies in Eq. (3) is thus turned into an optimization over real-valued

vectors
argmax

θ∈Rd

VX0(θ) :=
∑

x0∈X0

V πθ(x0). (4)

Given a vectorθ, the objective functionVX0 can be evaluated by simulating the system under the policyπθ from
all the states inX0 and summing the rewards as in Eq. (1). Note that, to avoid the infinite sum, we have to
truncate the infinite horizon to a (typically large) number of finite simulation stepsH. The objective function in
Eq. (4) is thus effectively replaced by

argmax
θ∈Rd

VX0(θ) :=
∑

x0∈X0

H
∑

t=0

γt̺
(

xt, π(xt; θ)
)

, where∀t : xt+1 = f(xt, π(xt; θ)). (5)

The novelty of this paper is that we consider policiesπ(· ; θ) which, instead of being defined through function
approximators, are non-trivial algorithms that at some point depend onθ and on the model(f, ̺). To emphasize
this requirement, we will writeπf,̺(· ; θ) whenever we refer explicitly to an OLT policy.

3 Optimized Look-Ahead Trees

Given a statext, we now describe a way of selecting actionπf,̺(xt; θ) based on the construction of a look-
ahead tree. The construction of the tree will, in general, benon-uniform and is controlled by a function that is
parameterized byθ (non-uniform meaning that leaf nodes are not necessarily atthe same depth).

3.1 Notation

Let K be the number of possible actions andT denote the look-ahead tree.T is composed of nodesni,h ∈ T ,
whereh denotes the depth andi denotes the index within the depthh (i.e., i ∈ {1, . . . ,Kh}. The statext

for which we want to find actionπf,̺(xt; θ) is placed in the root noden1,0. Each nodeni,h corresponds to a
particular sequence of actions and states. The children ofni,h are generated by applying one of theK actions:
assumea(h) ∈ {1, . . . ,K} is the index of the action taken at depthh, then the child ofni,h is nK(i−1)+a(h),h+1.

3Note that in the experiments we report on later we will only use a single initial state. In the general case, having multiple initial states
tends to increase the robustness of the policy.
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For each nodeni,h there exists one unique path from the rootn1,0 to ni,h:

path fromn1,0 to ni,h : n1,0 −→ ni1,1 −→ ni2,2 −→ . . . −→ nih,h = ni,h

which corresponds to a particular sequence of actionsa(1), a(2), . . . , a(h) taken at each intermediate step and
which induces a partial trajectory of lengthh:

...xt

a(1)

̺(xt, a
(1))

xa
(1)

t+1

a(2)

̺(xa(1)

t+1 , a(2))

xa
(1)

a
(2)

t+2 xa
(1)

...a
(h−1)

t+h−1

a(h)

̺(xa(1)...a(h−1)

t+h−1 , a(h))

xa
(1)

...a
(h)

t+h

The successor states are generated according to the transition functionf , e.g.,xa(1)...a(i)

t+i = f
(

xa(1)...a(i−1)

t+i−1 , a(i)
)

and rewards according to the reward function̺. For each nodeni,h we define̺ (ni,h) to be the reward obtained

in the last step:̺ (ni,h) := ̺(xa(1)...a(h−1)

t+h−1 , a(h)).
Every time we expand a node, we generate all of its children. Anode whose children have been generated is

called aninner node. Otherwise it is called aterminal node4. We denoteT = Tinner∪ Tleaf.

3.2 Using look-ahead trees to make decisions

We first describe how to use the information contained in a look-ahead tree to select an action. For each terminal
nodeni,h ∈ Tleaf we define theℓ-scoreas the discounted sum of rewards obtained along the path fromthe root
noden1,0 to ni,h plus a lower bound on the cumulated rewards not yet observed:

∀ni,h ∈ Tleaf : ℓ(ni,h) :=
h

∑

t=1

̺(nit,t)γ
t−1 +

∞
∑

t=h+1

Bγt−1 =
h

∑

t=1

̺(nit,t)γ
t−1 +

Bγh

1 − γ
. (6)

For each non-terminal nodeni,h ∈ Tinner we define theℓ-score recursively as the maximum of theℓ-scores of its
children (see Figure 1):

∀ni,h ∈ Tinner : ℓ(ni,h) := max
n∈children(ni,h)

ℓ(n). (7)

The ℓ-score of the root noden1,0 (which corresponds to statext) is a lower bound on the optimal value
V ∗(xt) [24]. Given a look-ahead tree, we adopt the conservative strategy that consists in selecting the action that
leads to the successor state with maximal lower bound. With the naming scheme for nodes introduced above, we
can writeℓ(n1,0) = maxa ℓ(na,1), and thus

πf,̺(xt) = argmax
a

ℓ(na,1). (8)

In the rest of this paper, we generally assume thatB = 0 and thatB is finite, although neither of these conditions
is a requirement for our OLT method.

3.3 Developing look-ahead trees

We now discuss the construction of look-ahead trees. If the rewards are upper-bounded (B is finite), we can
also upper bound the optimal valuesV ∗(x). For each terminal nodeni,h ∈ Tleaf we define theu-scoreas the
discounted sum of rewards obtained along the path from the root noden1,0 to ni,h, plus an upper bound on the
cumulated rewards not yet observed:

∀ni,h ∈ Tleaf : u(ni,h) :=

h
∑

t=1

̺(nit,t)γ
t−1 +

∞
∑

t=h+1

Bγt−1 = ℓ(ni,h) +
(B − B)γh

1 − γ
. (9)

For each non-terminal nodeni,h ∈ Tinner we define theu-score recursively as the maximum of theu-scores of its
children (see Figure 1):

∀ni,h ∈ Tinner : u(ni,h) := max
n∈children(ni,h)

u(n). (10)
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n1,0

n1,1 n2,1

n1,2 n2,2 n3,2 n4,2

a1a1

a1

a2a2

a2

xt

x
a1
t+1 x

a2
t+1

x
a1a2
t+2x

a1a1
t+2 x

a2a1
t+2 x

a2a2
t+2

depthh = 0

depthh = 1

depthh = 2

Uniform look-ahead tree

K = 2 actions

u-scores andℓ-scores

B = 0, B = 1, γ = 0.9 ⇒
B−B

1−γ
= B

1−γ
= 10

̺ = 0.5 ̺ = 0.3

̺ = 0.8̺ = 0.7

ℓ = 1.22

ℓ = 1.22

u = 9.32

u = 9.32

ℓ = 0.3

u = 9.3

ℓ = 1.13

u = 9.23

ℓ = 0.5 + 0.91
· 0.8 = 1.22

u = ℓ + 0.92
· 10 = 9.32

root

⇒ V ∗(xt) ∈ [1.22, 9.32]

Figure 1: Left side: shows a uniform look-ahead tree developed from statext for h = 2 stages andK = 2
actions. In it, nodes are labeled byni,h and correspond to states; edges correspond to choosing an action. Each
node encodes the result of taking a particular sequence of actions; e.g., the noden2,2 corresponds to statexa1a2

t+2 ,
which is the result of starting from statext and choosing actiona1 in the first stage and actiona2 in the second
stage. Right side: illustrates howℓ-scores andu-scores are calculated (which form an upper and lower bound
for the true valueV ∗(xt) of the root node). The plot shows a non-uniform tree where theterminal node with
the highestu-score is expanded first. Edges are labeled with the rewards̺ associated with the transition they
represent. Note that theℓ-scores andu-scores are calculated only for terminal nodes and propagated back to their
parent via themaxoperator (denoted by the arc).

See Figure 1 for a graphical illustration of a look-ahead tree with associatedℓ-scores andu-scores. Theu-
score of the root noden1,0 is an upper bound on the optimal valueV ∗(xt). Furthermore, theℓ-score of the root
increases with the number of expanded nodes in the tree, while at the same time itsu-score decreases [24]. In
other words, the more nodes the tree has and the farther we develop it into the future, the tighter our bounds on
the optimal value will become5 and thus the better a decision we can hope to make with Eq. (8).(Bear in mind
that, unlike search trees for constraint satisfaction problems which are grown up to a goal state, our look-ahead
trees are only grown until a predefined computational budgetis exhausted.)

Knowing that, the big question is:how should we develop the tree such that we arrive at a near-optimal
decision within the allowed computational budget?

The typical way of developing a look-ahead tree is to build a uniform tree, by expanding nodes with a breadth-
first strategy. However, to fully develop a tree of depthh we needK0 + K1 + K2 + . . . + Kh node expansions
which for growingh will rapidly become computationally infeasible.

Best-first search is the common solution to this dilemma; it develops trees non-uniformly and only expands
those nodes to a deeper depth that look “promising”. In orderto do this, the algorithm relies on anode scoring
functione : Tleaf → R that is used to assign a certain score to every terminal nodeni,h ∈ Tleaf; whenever we want
to decide which terminal node to expand next, we compare all the scores and choose the node with the highest
score. Note that the default uniform development strategy can be obtained as a particular case of best-first search

4Note that the following terminology is equivalent:

non-terminal node = inner node = explored node = closed node
terminal node = leaf node = unexplored node = open node.

5The tightness of the bounds will also depend onγ. The closerγ is to 1, the more nodes we will have to expand. However, there is
little we can do about it, sinceγ is given in advance.
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with the following node scoring function:

euniform(ni,h) := −h. (11)

The work in [24] suggests to use as scoring function theu-scores of the terminal nodes (which makes the
method become closely related to A*):

eoptimistic(ni,h) := u(ni,h). (12)

The authors of [24] show theoretically that non-uniform trees developed by theu-score will never perform worse
than uniform trees for the same budget of expansions, but certain conditions must be met to make them perform
better. The extent to which these conditions are fulfilled isproblem-specific and depends on how “informative”
the reward is (which in turn depends on the coupling of dynamics and rewards). Informally speaking, a problem
will be difficult (i.e., the rewards will be non-informative) if there are many nodes with the property that, given
the observed rewards from the root to the node in question, one cannot decide whether the node lies on an optimal
path or not. This is, for example, the case for optimal control problems with a flat reward structure, such as in
the mountain car domain [51] (where every transition has -1 reward and only entering the goal gives 0). On
the other hand, having an informative reward is not a totallyexotic requirement; for many control problems an
informative reward comes as the natural definition of performance (e.g., the many pole balancing or inverted
pendulum domains, where rewards are taken as a quadratic function of angle and angular velocity).

3.4 Parameterizing the development of the look-ahead tree

It turns out that a large number of strategies could be used todevelop look-ahead trees and it is probably the
case that there exists no single best strategy for all problems. Instead of searching for the best possible generic
strategy, we adopt the approach first introduced in [35], which consists in learning a specific look-ahead node
development strategy in a problem-driven way.

Optimized look-ahead trees rely on a parameterized node scoring functione(· ; θ) : Tleaf → R, whereθ ∈ R
d

is a parameter vector. This function should be flexible enough to represent a large variety of tree development
strategies. In particular, the parameters should encode important aspects of search, such as the extent to which
depth-first search is preferred over breadth-first search, or how short-term rewards should be used to bias search.
Furthermore, since different search strategies may be optimal in different regions of the state space, we would like
e(· ; θ) to enable state-dependent strategies. To meet these requirements, we take, as in [35], the parameterized
node scoring function to be a simple weighted sum of featuresextracted from the information encoded in the
path from the root node to the node in question.

In our investigations, the node scoring function is defined for each terminal nodeni,h ∈ Tleaf in the following

way: letxa(1)...a(h)

t+h = (x
(1)
t+h, . . . , x

(nx)
t+h ) ∈ R

nx denote thenx-dimensional state corresponding toni,h, and let
̺t+h = ̺(ni,h) denote its reward. We consider three blocks of features: thefirst nx features correspond to the
components of the state, the nextnx features correspond to components of the state multiplied by the reward
(enabling the tree to be grown in a more or less directed way),and the final set ofnx features corresponds to the
components of the state multiplied by the depthh (enabling to control breadth/depth trade-off). Letθ ∈ R

3nx be
the vector of parameters. The parameterized scoring function e(· ; θ) can then be written as

∀ni,h ∈ Tleaf : e(ni,h; θ) :=

nx
∑

j=1

x
(j)
t+h(θj + θnx+j · ̺t+h + θ2nx+j · h). (13)

Notice that with this linear parameterization the outcome of which node is selected is invariant under scaling of
the parameter vector by positive scalars. Of course, other kinds of features are also possible and may in fact turn
out to be more suitable in some cases (this may be an avenue forfuture research).

3.5 Summary: the algorithm

Figure 2 presents a simple algorithm based on a sorted list toimplement policies as parameterized look-ahead
trees. The algorithm requires as input a statext and the parameter vectorθ and returns the actionπf,̺(xt; θ). It
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Input: statext, weightsθ
Output: policy actionπf,̺(xt; θ)

Depends on:
f transition function
̺ reward function
γ discount factor

e(· ; θ) parameterized score function
hmax maximum number of node expansions

Noden is astruct consisting of fields:
n.x state
n.h depth
n.ℓ ℓ-score=cumulative reward
n.e tree development score frome(· ; θ)
n.π first action on path

1. Initialize
list=∅
For i = 1 . . . K /* Expand root node for all actions */

x′ := f(xt, ai); r′ := ̺(xt, ai); h′ := 1; e := e(x′, r′, h′; θ)
Generate noden:

n.x := x′; n.ℓ := r′; n.h := h′; n.e := e; n.π := ai

Add n to list

2. Main loop
While number of node expansionsj < hmax (the max number of node expansions)

Findn∗ := argmaxn∈list n.e and removen∗ from list
For i = 1 . . . K /* Expand noden∗ for all actions */

x′ := f(n∗.x, ai); r′ := ̺(n∗.x, ai); h′ := n∗.h + 1; e := e(x′, r′, h′; θ)
Generate noden:

n.x := x′; n.ℓ := n∗.ℓ + γh′
−1r′; n.h := h′; n.e := e; n.π := n∗.π

Add n to list

3. Get best action
Returnπf,̺(xt; θ) := n∗.π wheren∗ = argmaxn∈list n.ℓ /* ties broken randomly */

Figure 2: Implementing a policy represented by a parameterized look-ahead tree.

depends on the allowed number of node expansionshmax, the domain (represented by generative modelf , ̺)
and the discount factorγ. The computational complexity for evaluatingπf,̺(xt; θ) for a budget ofhmax node
expansions is obtained as follows. LetD be the cost for one call to the generative model andE be the cost to
recursively update the internal scores of a node. We assume that the leaf nodes are stored in an appropriate data
structure which allows incremental insertion in logarithmic time and allows finding the maximimum of the scores
in constant time (such that for every iteration of the main loop, if the list of terminal nodes containsN elements,
we can find the maximum score and update the structure withlog N operations). Note that for every iteration
j = 1, 2, . . . of the main loop, our list of terminal nodes contains(K − 1)(j − 1) + K elements, which can be
shown by simple induction (every time we expand a node we remove one element from the list and addK new
ones). At each iterationj of the main loop, we do the following: we first find the best nodeto expand by looping
over the list of current terminal nodes. We then generate allof its K successors, where each one costsD for
having to call the generative model andE to recursively update its internal scores. After the main loop has run
for hmax times, we have to find the bestℓ-score from the list. The computational complexity of the algorithm is
thus

hmax
∑

j=1

[

K(D + E) + log{(K − 1)(j − 1) + K}
]

+ (K − 1)(hmax − 1) + K ≤

hmax

(

K(D + E) + log{(K − 1)(hmax − 1) + K} + K − 1
)

+ 1. (14)

In the particular case where we are expanding by the heuristic uniform(i.e., breadth-first), we skip the maximiza-
tion within each iteration of the main loop. The computational complexity then becomes

hmax
∑

j=1

[

K(D + E)
]

+ (K − 1)(hmax − 1) + K = hmax

(

K(D + E) + K − 1
)

+ 1. (15)
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Note that in order to expand uniformly,hmax must be equal to one ofK0,K0 + K1,K0 + K1 + . . . Kd where
d is the depth of the tree.

4 Gaussian Process Optimization

We now turn to the problem of solving Eq. (5), i.e., find a vector θ such that the induced policyπ(· ; θ) (globally)
maximizes the scoreVX0(θ) over the set of initial statesX0. In general, this will be a difficult optimization
problem. First, the dependence ofVX0 on θ can be a complex one with local extrema occuring frequently;
thus we may need to sample the search space exhaustively. Second, there is no closed-form expression for
evaluating the objective functionVX0 or its gradient; instead we have to simulate the system (or run real-world
experiments), which is expensive. Among the many alternatives that have been proposed in the past for this
purpose, such as cross-entropy [47], various stochastic search alternatives [21], or Lipschitzian optimization
[42], Gaussian process optimization (GPO) is considered tobe one of the most efficient methods to optimize
expensive functions [4].

The purpose of this section is to provide the required background in GPO to the reader who is not aware
of this. Note that in our experiments we will illustrate the optimization of look-ahead trees with both GPO and
the cross-entropy method, the latter being much simpler to understand and to implement than the former. Since
choosing a policy representation and optimizing its parameters are two separate tasks, we keep the description of
GPO general and independent of the specific nature of the OLT policies. Readers less interested in the optimiza-
tion part may safely skip this section and directly jump to Section 5.

4.1 Notation

To enhance the readability of this section and to conform with the standard notation used in the literature, we
will define a local notation for this section which overlaps with what we use in the remainder of the article.
Specifically, we will now writef(x) for the objective function we want to maximize (instead ofVX0(θ)) andx
for its input arguments (instead ofθ).

4.2 Overview

GPO is an iterative sampling-based search procedure which constructs a surrogate for the objective function and
optimizes that in place of the original one. GPO is able to incorporate prior knowledge about the problem and
provides a principled way to build and exploit the surrogateso as to trade off exploration and exploitation of the
search space.

Each iteration of GPO consists of two steps. Assume that at iterationn we have already sampled the objective
function at locationsx1, . . . , xn with valuesf(x1), . . . , f(xn). The first step is to fit a regression model using
Gaussian process regression to the samples gathered so far,that is, to fit a regression model to the training data
Dn := {(xi, f(xi)}

n
i=1. Let us call the resulting modelGPn. The second step is to use the regression model

GPn as input to a scoring heuristicU (the so-calledacquisition function) to find the most promising pointxn+1

at which to evaluate the objective function next. Typically, acquisition functions are defined in an optimistic way
such that high scores correspond topotentiallyhigh values of the objective function.

The regression modelGPn acts as a surrogate of the objective function: it can be evaluated at any given
pointx of the search space to produce an estimate forf(x) (more precisely,GPn will produce a distribution over
f(x)). The reason for building the surrogate is that, unlike the true objective function, it is computationally very
cheap to evaluate (it can be done analytically and in closed form). Thus we can afford sampling it as exhaustively
as necessary to find the maximum. On the other hand, since the values the surrogate produces will only be
estimates, we can never be sure that what we get from maximizing the surrogate is indeed the maximum of the
objective function or even close to it. Instead, we have to take into account how accurate the estimates produced
by GPn are; this in turn will depend on the general smoothness of theobjective function and the number of data
points we have collected in the neighborhood ofx.

Each timeGPn is evaluated at a locationx, it outputs two valuesµn(x) andσ2
n(x) which together define the

Gaussian predictive distributionN
(

µn(x), σ2
n(x)

)

over valuesf(x). The mean of this distribution,µn(x), can
be directly taken as point estimate forf(x). The variance of this distribution,σ2

n(x), can be taken as a measure

9



Input: objective functionVX0(·) taking argumentsθ ∈ R
d (from Eq. (4))

Output: θ∗ ≈ argmaxθ VX0(θ)

Depends on:
Acquisition functionU that takes as functional input a GP model and as argument a vector θ ∈ R

d

1. Initialize
Generate initial sample locationsθ1, . . . , θn by random sampling or space filling methods

(e.g., Latin hypercube sampling)
Evaluate the objective function inθ1, . . . , θn to produce training dataDn := {

`

θi, VX0(θi)
´

}n
i=1

2. Main loop i = n, n + 1, . . . /* loop until we run out of computational resources */
Fit GP model to the current training data:

GPi = Gaussian process regression on training dataDi

Get most promising next sample location:
θi+1 := argmaxθ

`

U GPi

´

(θ) /* using e.g. DIRECT */
Evaluate objective functionVX0 in θi+1, add result to training data, and repeat:

Di+1 = Di ∪ {
`

θi+1, VX0(θi+1)
´

}

3. Return
Training point inDn with highest score:

argmaxθ∈Dn
VX0(θ)

Figure 3: Implementing Gaussian process optimization.

of how certain the GP is about this estimate. Bothµn(x) andσ2
n(x) will be used by the acquisition functionU to

assign a score tox, which we will write as
(

U GPn

)

(x). To determine the next sample locationxn+1, we thus
have to determine

xn+1 := argmax
x

(

U GPn

)

(x) (16)

which, unlike Eq. (5), can be solved efficiently by any black-box global optimization method (in our experimental
studies we will use DIRECT [42]).

In the following two sections we will describe each of these steps in more detail; a summary of the algorithm
is also given as pseudo-code in Figure 3.

4.3 Using Gaussian processes for regression

Here we briefly review how GPs can be used for function estimation [45]. Note that we will present GPs for the
more general case of a stochastic objective function; whilethe problems we consider later are all deterministic,
this leaves the door open for stochastic returns in future work.

Suppose we are looking for a functionf : X ⊂ R
d → R from which we have observed noisy samples

(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn), wherexi ∈ X is the input andyi = f(xi) + εi the output corrupted by independent zero-
mean Gaussian noise with common varianceσ2

0 , i.e., εi ∼iid N (0, σ2
0). To estimate the function valuef(x) at

any given input locationx, we proceed as follows. We suppose that the sought function is a realization of a zero-
mean6 Gaussian process with covariance functionkϑ(x, x′), which we write asf ∼ GP(0, kϑ(x, x′)), whereϑ
is a vector of hyperparameters (as explained below). Hence,the vector of function values at then observed input
locations is assumed to be drawn from a joint Gaussian distribution

(

f(x1), . . . , f(xn)
)

|X,ϑ ∼ N (0n×1,Kϑ), (17)

whereX := [x1, . . . , xn], Kϑ is then × n covariance matrix with entries[Kϑ]i,j = kϑ(xi, xj). The covariance
function kϑ(·, ·) can be thought of as a way to encode our prior information about the “smoothness” of the
functionsf we believe to come up; typicallykϑ(x, x′) is chosen as a function of the distance‖x − x′‖ in which

6The assumption of zero-mean is made here for notational convenience. (Centering the data combined with an ergodicity assumption
allows to avoid a non-zero mean.)
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casekϑ measures the expected amount of variation of the function valuesf(x), f(x′) in terms of the distance
between the locationsx andx′.

A typical choice fork is the translation-invariant squared exponential, which is of the form

kϑ(x, x′) := v0 exp
{

−0.5(x − x′)T Ω(x − x′)
}

(18)

and which itself is parameterized by hyperparametersv0 > 0 and Ω = diag(a1, . . . , ad), ai > 0. All hy-
perparameters specifying the GP are thus collected in the vector ϑ :=

(

v0, a1, . . . , ad

)

which together withσ2
0

characterizes the prior distribution of our noisy samples.The actual “training” of a GP thus consists of finding a
good pair(ϑ, σ2

0) from the data, for which various alternative procedures exist in the literature: here we stick to
the most common one which is the optimization of the marginallikelihood. See [45] for a detailed description.

Now suppose that we knowϑ andσ2
0 . Since the noise is zero mean Gaussian, white, and independent of the

function f , it follows from Eq. (17) that then × 1 vector of observed outputsY :=
[

y1, . . . , yn

]T
will also be

jointly Gaussian and distributed as follows

Y |X,ϑ, σ2
0 ∼ N (0n×1,Kϑ + σ2

0In×n). (19)

Furthermore, the joint distribution of the function valuef(x) at query locationx and the vector of observed
values ofY is also Gaussian and characterized in the following way:

[

Y
f(x)

]

| X,σ2
0 , ϑ, x ∼ N

([

0n×1

0

]

,

[

Kϑ + σ2
0In×n kϑ(x)

kϑ(x)T κϑ

])

, (20)

where then × 1 vector kϑ(x) is defined bykϑ(x) :=
[

kϑ(x, x1), . . . , kϑ(x, xn)
]T

and scalarκϑ by κϑ :=
kϑ(x, x). Conditioningf(x) onY , we thus obtain

f(x) |X,ϑ, σ2
0 , x, Y ∼ N

(

µ(x), σ2(x)
)

, (21)

where

µ(x) := kϑ(x)T
(

Kϑ + σ2
0In×n

)−1
Y (22)

σ2(x) := κϑ − kϑ(x)T
(

Kϑ + σ2
0In×n

)−1
kϑ(x). (23)

Thus given (noisy) observations(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn) from an unknown functionf , with GP regression we first
infer from the observations hyperparametersϑ andσ2

0 , and then obtain for any new pointx the distribution over
function valuesp(f(x)|X,ϑ, x, y) = N (µ(x), σ2(x)).

4.4 Choosing an acquisition function

Early work [25, 38] suggested to take as acquisition function the probability of improving over the current max-
imum x+ := argmaxx∈Dn

f(x) within the training dataDn. The resulting PI acquisition function is given by
P

(

f(x) ≥ f(x+) + ζ
)

, which we write as

(

PI GPn

)

(x) := Φ0,1

(

µn(x) − f(x+) − ζ

σn(x)

)

(24)

whereµn(x) is the mean andσ2
n(x) the variance of the predictive distribution as output byGPn for point x (see

Eq. (22) and Eq. (23)), andΦ0,1 is the standard normal cumulative distribution. The trade-off parameterζ ≥ 0
controls the compromise between the strength of the potential improvement and its probability to be realized.

An alternative acquisition function is the expected improvement EI, which can be evaluated analytically [25],
giving

(

EI GPn

)

(x) := σn(x)
(

ZΦ0,1 (Z) + φ0,1 (Z)
)

(25)

whereZ := (µn(x)− f(x+)− ζ)/σn(x), andφ0,1 is the probability density of the standard normal distribution.
Figure 4 illustrates how GPO works and how PI and EI give rise to distinct sampling behavior using the same

GP and data. Which of the acquisition functions works best for a given problem is usually difficult to say in
general and needs experimentation; in our examples in Section 5 we have found that EI worked best.
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Figure 4: A concrete example illustrating Gaussian processoptimization over four stagesn = 4, 5, 6, 7. Each
panel consists of two subplots. Each upper subplot shows thetrue (unknown) function we want to optimize as a
dashed curve and the locations at which it was previously evaluated as black filled dots. Using these as training
dataDn in a GP, the black curve denotes the expected value (mean) of the resulting predictive distribution from
Eq. (22) and the shaded area denotes its variance from Eq. (23), both evaluated at all locationsx ∈ [−5, 5].
As one would expect, the predictive variance (and thus the uncertainty about the estimates) is close to zero at
“known” locations (it would be equal to zero ifσ2

0 = 0) and grows the farther one gets away from them. Each
lower subplot shows the result of evaluating the acquisition function for one of the two possible choices EI or
PI. Note that each of these would lead to a (slightly) different sampling behavior; here we have chosen the next
sample location (marked in the figure by the star-shaped symbol) as the one that maximizes EI.

5 Experiments

This section reports an extensive evaluation of optimized look-ahead trees. The purpose of the experiments is
to compare OLT to both pure DPS and pure LT approaches and to demonstrate its strengths across a variety of
domains. To this end we have chosen four challenging benchmark problems, which are described in Section 5.1:

12



inverted pendulum, double inverted pendulum, acrobot handstandandHIV drug treatment. We compare our
approach to two of today’s standard methods for DPS and to four generic LT policies, all of which are described
in Section 5.2. The comparison is structured as follows:

• In Section 5.3, we study the performance of OLT policies in terms of accumulated reward achieved after
learning and compare OLT with both state-of-the-art DPS andLT approaches. We show that OLT policies
significantly outperform the other approaches in some casesand perform about the same in the remaining
ones. We also show that OLT requires significantly fewer online resources than comparable LT policies.

• In Section 5.4, we study the offline complexity of OLT learning and compare its sample efficiency (both in
terms of policy evaluations and number of simulated transitions) to that of DPS. We show that most of the
time OLT requires fewer samples than its DPS competitors to reach high-performance policies.

• In Section 5.5, we compare how the different policy parameterizations behave with respect to their respec-
tive hyperparameters and show that the OLT representation requires much less trial and error effort than
the traditional parametrizations studied in DPS.

• In Section 5.6, we study the robustness of LT, standard DPS, and OLT when the initial states of the testing
set differ from the initial states of the training set and show that OLT policies are quite robust with respect
to both small and large perturbations of the initial state.

• Finally, in Section 5.7, we examine the robustness of OLT when the budget of allowed node expansions
used during evaluation of a policy differs from the budget that was used to learn it.

5.1 The benchmark domains

We consider four well-known challenging benchmark domainsthat exhibit some common characteristics: a con-
tinuous vector-valued state space, finite (discretized) actions, deterministic transitions and rewards that to some
extent are informative about the goal. Each domain corresponds to a real physical process (either mechanical or
bio-chemical) internally described by a system of nonlinear differential equations, none of which can be solved by
traditional control methods such as LQR. The transition function is obtained by discretizing in time and keeping
the controls constant; the actions are obtained by discretizing the bounded control space.

Inverted pendulum Our first domain is the inverted pendulum, a simple enough toyproblem that is widely
used in benchmarking different algorithms. The goal is to swing up and stabilize a single-link inverted pendulum
as is shown in Figure 5a. As the motor does not provide enough torque to push the pendulum up in one single
rotation, the pendulum needs first to be swung back and forth to gather energy before then being pushed up and
balanced. This creates a nonlinear control problem. The state space is 2-dimensional,x = (x1, x2) ≡ (φ, φ̇),
with φ ∈ [−π, π] being the angle, anḋφ ∈ [−10, 10] being the angular velocity. The control force is discretized
to a ∈ {−5,−2.5, 0,+2.5,+5} and held constant for∆t = 0.2sec. The dynamics of the system and physical
parameters we used to instantiate the problem are specified in Appendix A.

To formulate this task as an optimal control problem of the form given in Eq. (5), we used the following
settings: the set of initial states is the singletonX0 = {(π, 0)}, the reward is defined as̺(x(t), u(t)) := 1 −
0.1(φ(t)2−0.1φ̇(t)2−0.1u(t)2), the discount factor is set toγ = 0.99, and each policy is evaluated forH = 500
steps.

Double inverted pendulum The next domain is a more complex variant of the inverted pendulum given
above. This time we have two poles mounted each to a separate cart as depicted in Figure 5b. The two carts
are linked by a spring and allowed to move some distance horizontally on the x-axis (until they collide with
a wall which leads to a failure). Each cart is controlled separately; however, because of the spring their dy-
namics is coupled. As in the inverted pendulum, the goal is toswing up and stabilize the poles as quickly as
possible, but now by moving the carts back and forth. This creates a rather challenging nonlinear control prob-
lem. The state space is 8-dimensional,x ≡

(

x1, x2, ẋ1, ẋ2, θ1, θ2, θ̇1, θ̇2

)

, with xi ∈ [−1, 1] being the position
and ẋi ∈ [−10, 10] the velocity of thei-th cart, and withθi ∈ [0, 2π] being the angle anḋθi ∈ [−5, 5] be-
ing the angular velocity of thei-th pole. The two dimensional control vector is discretizedto the four actions
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Figure 5: From left to right: the inverted pendulum task, thedouble inverted pendulum linked with a spring task,
and the acrobot handstand task.

a ∈ {(−2,−2), (−2,+2), (+2,−2), (+2,+2)} and held constant for∆t = 0.1sec. The dynamics of the system
and physical parameters we used to instantiate the problem are specified in Appendix B.

To formulate this task as an optimal control problem of the form given in Eq. (5), we used the follow-
ing settings: the set of initial states is the singletonX0 = {(0, 0.5, π, π, 0, 0, 0, 0)}, the reward is defined as
̺(x(t), u(t)) := [(1 + cos θ1(t)) + (1 + cos θ2(t))]/4, the discount factor is set toγ = 0.999, and each policy is
evaluated forH = 250 steps. In order to achieve a high reward in this domain, the policy has to both balance the
poles and not collide with one of the walls. Low rewards usually occur because of such collisions.

Acrobot Our third domain is the acrobot from [49]: a two-link robot that resembles a gymnast swinging up
above a high bar (see Figure 5c). The acrobot freely swings around the first joint (the hands grasping the bar) and
can exert force only at the second joint (bending the hips). The acrobot is an underactuated system; the task we
consider here is the inverted “handstand” position, which is hard to solve using standard reinforcement learning
methods. The state space is 4-dimensional,x ≡

(

θ1, θ2, θ̇1, θ̇2), with θ1 andθ2 being the angle of the upper and
lower link, andθ̇1 andθ̇2 their angular velocity, respectively. The continuous control is discretized to{−1,+1}
and held constant for∆t = 0.2sec. To facilitate staying stable in the inverted handstandposition (a highly
unstable equilibrium), we also include a third non-primitive “balance” action, which chooses control values
derived from an LQR controller obtained from linearizing the system dynamics about the handstand position.
Note that this balance action produces meaningful outputs∈ [−1,+1] only very close to the unstable equilibrium
and thus cannot be used to bring the acrobot from the initial state to the goal region. The dynamics of the system
and physical parameters we used to instantiate the problem are specified in Appendix C.

To formulate this task as an optimal control problem of the form given in Eq. (5), we used the following
settings: the set of initial states is the singletonX0 = {(−π/2, 0, 0, 0)}, the reward is defined by the height of
the end of the second link (the feet) as̺(x(t), u(t)) = 2 + cos(θ1(t)− π/2) + cos(θ1(t) + θ2(t) − π/2) (+100
if handstand), the discount factor is set toγ = 1, and each policy is evaluated forH = 500 steps7.

HIV drug treatment Our last problem domain is taken from a real-world application in medical control [1].
The aim is to optimize the treatment of a patient infected by HIV over a period of a few years using what is known
as structured treatment interruption (STI). The treatmentof the patient consists of choosing a combination of two
drugs, yielding 4 possible choices (including the case where no drug at all is taken), to administer every 5 days.

7Note that sinceγ = 1, the criterion that we optimize for this problem is the (time-independent) finite sum of rewards. Changing the
criterion in this way does not make any technical differencefor any of the direct policy search techniques.
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Administering the correct cocktail with the correct timingcan hinder the spread of HIV infected cells and will
eventually bring the patient into a healthy state (a locallystable equilibrium); however, the drugs also have side
effects on the patient’s health and thus their use should be kept to a minimum. Finding an optimal treatment
strategy is considered a challenging optimal control problem with highly nonlinear transition dynamics [17]. The
system is represented by a six-dimensional state vectorx ≡

(

T1, T2, T
∗
1 , T ∗

2 , V,E
)

, whereT1 ≥ 0 andT2 ≥ 0
is the count of healthy type-1 and type-2 cells,T ∗

1 ≥ 0 andT ∗
2 ≥ 0 is the count of infected type-1 and type-2

cells, V ≥ 0 is the number of free virus copies, andE ≥ 0 the number of immune response cells. The two-
dimensional control vectoru ≡ (ε1, ε2) consists of the dosage of two drugs which is discretized to the four
actions{(0.3, 07), (0.7, 0), (0, 0.3), (0, 0)} and held constant for∆t = 5 days. The dynamics of the system and
physical parameters we used to instantiate the problem are specified in Appendix D.

To formulate this task as an optimal control problem of the form given in Eq. (5), we used the following
settings: the set of initial states is the singletonX0 = {(163573, 5, 11945, 46, 63919, 24)}, which corresponds
to the unhealthy locally stable equilibrium (i.e., a high number of HIV-infected cells). The reward is composed
from the number of infected and uninfected cells plus an additional term reflecting the cost for using a drug:
̺(x(t), u(t)) = −0.1V (t) + 10000E(t) − 20000ε1(t) − 20000ε2(t). The discount factor is set toγ = 0.98,
and each policy is evaluated forH = 300 steps. Note that in this domain, unlike in all the previous ones,
the reward is not upper-bounded (and thus the optimistic tree development strategy from Eq. (12) cannot be
applied). Moreover, the values of the state variables can vary over a large range, from0 up to the order of106; to
counter any unwanted scaling effects in our learning methods, we transformed the state variables by taking their
logarithm.

5.2 Contestant methods

We compare OLT policies against both pure DPS approaches andpure LT approaches. From the point of view of
DPS, we consider three alternative policy representations(neural networks, adaptive radial basis functions and
optimized look-ahead trees) and two alternative optimizers (cross-entropy and GPO). Our pure LT approaches
are composed of the uniform tree development strategy, the optimistic development strategy proposed in [24] and
two greedy tree development strategies.

DPS Representations. We consider the following two common policy representations:

• Neural network.This representation is probably the most widely used in the direct policy search literature
[5]. The policy is represented by a fully connected feed-forward neural network which has one hidden
layer, one input layer with one neuron per state variable, and one output layer with one neuron per possible
action (plus bias neurons). Given the current state, the neural network computes one activation score per
action and the policy returns an action with maximal score. Hidden nodes havetanhactivations and their
number is a hyperparameter that enables to control the complexity of the policy; output nodes have a linear
activation function. The entries of the state vector fed to the input layer are scaled to lie in[−1, 1].

• Adaptive radial basis functions.In this representation proposed in [7], a policy is encoded through a set
of radial basis functions defined over the state space, whereeach basis function is attached to a particular
action. Given the current state, the policy works by searching for the nearest basis function (“nearest”
being measured under the Mahanalobis distance metric) and by returning the action attached to it. Each
single basis function is parameterized by the location of its center, the length-scales along each dimension
and the recommended action. The entries of the state vector fed to the policy are raw values since the scale
is incorporated into the adaptive length-scales. The number of basis functions used to encode the policy is
a complexity hyperparameter that has to be tuned externally.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the three policy representations that we consider in this paper. Each
representation has a hyperparameter that controls the complexity of the policy. Note that OLT is unique in the
sense that the number of parameters in the representation – the dimensionality of the search space over which
global optimization is performed – does not depend on the value of this hyperparameter.
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Name Policy representation Hyperparameter Number of parameters
Neural network (NN) Feed forward neural network

with tanh activation and one
hidden layer

Number of hidden neurons
(nHidden)

(nx + 1) × nHidden +
(nHidden + 1) × K

Radial basis functions
(RBF)

Adaptive radial basis functions
with Mahalanobis distance as in
[7]

Number of basis functions
(nBF )

2 × nx × nBF

Optimized look-ahead
trees (OLT)

Look-ahead tree (algo 2) with
optimized node scoring heuris-
tic e(· ; θ) as in Eq. (13)

Budget of node expansions
(hmax)

3 × nx

Table 1: Summary of the policy representations compared in this paper.nx denotes the dimensionality of the
state space andK is the number of actions.

DPS Optimizers. Cross-entropy (CE) [47] is a versatile global optimizationtechnique that is widely used
in direct policy search [5]. In particular, this method was used in previous work [35], under the alternative
name ofestimation of distribution algorithm. The chief advantage of cross-entropy (and the main reason for it
being highly popular) is that it is very easy to implement and, because it is population-based, can deal with a
potentially very large number of sample locations (i.e., CEoperates only on small batches of sample locations
the size of which is constant throughout, whereas GPO has to consider all current sample locations to determine
the next one). The algorithm works by fitting a distribution to the best currently found solutions and by using this
distribution to sample new candidate solutions. In our case, we use a simple variant of cross-entropy that relies
on a multi-variate Gaussian distribution withdiagonalcovariance matrix. This distribution is first initialized to
cover the whole search space: we start with a Gaussian with zero mean and a diagonal covariance matrix, the
entries of which are equal to the the square of the half-length of an interval centered at zero and containing the
corresponding coordinate of the search space. The algorithm then draws a numberNCE of observations from this
distribution, where each observation is a parameter vectorand represents a possible policy, evaluates theNCE

resulting policies, and sorts them according to their performance. It then picks a numberMCE of the top best
performing policies and uses them to update the generating distribution: the old mean is replaced by the sample
mean and each diagonal entry of the covariance matrix is replaced by the per-coordinate variance of theMCE

best parameter vectors. These two steps are iterated until astopping condition, in our case a predefined maximum
number of iterations, is reached.

LT strategies. Classical LT policies rely on fixed generic node scoring functions. In order to demonstrate the
benefits of learning the node scoring function in a problem-driven way, we compare our approach OLT to LT
policies usingeuniform (uniform tree development, see Eq. (11)),eoptimistic (the method proposed by [24], see
Eq. (12)) and two forms of greedy tree development:

egreedy−1(ni,h) := ̺t+h egreedy−2(ni,h) := γh̺t+h. (26)

5.3 Performance comparison

We start by comparing the performance we obtain with the different approaches discussed previously. Note
that, contrarily to OLT, NN and RBF typically involve solving challenging global optimization problems with
tens or hundreds of parameters. While GPO is quite efficient for problems that have a reasonable number of
parameters, this approach requires sophisticated approximations to scale to higher-dimensional problems (e.g.,
see [41]). In this paper we use a naive textbook implementation of GPO that is able to solve OLT optimization
problems, but that suffers from scaling problems when the number of samples increases, which happens to be
problematic in high-dimensional problems. Therefore, we use CE to learn NN and RBF based policies. To make
the comparison fair, we also use CE to optimize the parameters of OLT policies in this first part of our empirical
study. A comparison between CE and GPO for learning OLT policies is provided in Section 5.4.

Experimental protocol. We use the same test procedure for all policies and the performance is measured as
the discounted sum of rewards obtained when executing the policy for H steps (see Section 5.1), starting from
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Inverted pendulum Double inverted pendulum Acrobot handstand HIV drug treatment
NCE MCE nIter NCE MCE nIter NCE MCE nIter NCE MCE nIter

NN 400 20 100 400 20 200 1000 20 50 400 20 200
RBF 200 20 100 500 10 200 500 10 200 500 20 200
OLT 100 10 25 100 10 50 100 10 50 100 10 50

Table 2: Cross-entropy parameters for the four problems andthe three policy representations.

Inverted pendulum Double inverted pendulum Acrobot handstand HIV drug treatment

NN
nHidden 50 50 20 15
Performance 89.9 134.9 3.89e4 0.88e9

RBF
nBF 30 6 30 15
Performance 73.4 122.5 4.09e4 1.39e9

OLT
Budget 31 1365 40 85
Performance 93.2 145.2 4.07e4 4.22e9

Table 3: Quality of learned policies with neural networks, radial basis functions and optimized look-ahead trees.
For each problem, the best performance is shown in bold. For each method and each problem we also display the
value of the tuned hyperparameter.

the initial state8 x0.
The parameters of CE were tuned by hand so as to give in each case a good result with a reasonable amount

of computation. The result of this tuning is given in Table 2.Note that, since OLT involves lower-dimensional
optimization problems than the two other representations,the required optimization budget (NCE × nIter) is
lower on all problem for this representation. For the RBF representation, the CE has to optimize both continuous
parameters (RBF centers and lengthscales) and discrete parameters (action assignments). To optimize these
discrete parameters, we chose a multinomial distribution with Dirichlet prior where the initial count of each
action was set to10.

The hyperparameters of the three policy representations were tuned by grid-search. For both the number of
hidden nodes in the NN representation and the number of basisfunctions in the RBF representation, we tested
the following values:{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50}. As in [24, 35], we tested budget values for look-
ahead tree policies that correspond to the number of nodes offully developed trees of varying depthd = 1, . . . , 8.
These budgets values are as follows:hmax ∈ {1, 1 + K, 1 + K + K2, 1 + K + K2 + K3, . . . }.

Performance comparison. Table 3 reports the best scores obtained by the tree kinds of policies as well as
the values of the tuned hyperparameters. We observe that OLTworks significantly better than the other DPS
methods on three out of the four benchmark domains,which demonstrates the usefulness of the look-ahead tree
based representation over the flat representations used in traditional DPS. On the HIV domain, OLT enables
us to obtain even better results than the current state-of-the-art [17] (4.22e9 against 4.16e9), whereas both of
the two other representations only manage to reach policieswith very moderate scores (≈ 1e9). RBF slightly
outperforms OLT on the acrobot domain. However, as we will see later, this result holds thanks to a very careful
tuning of the number of radial basis functions, whereas OLT works well for a wide range of budget values.

Learning the node scoring function and online efficiency. We have seen that the OLT policy representation
enables to reach policies outperforming those obtained with neural networks and radial basis functions. One
could wonder whether this result could be obtained by using look-ahead trees without learning. We therefore
performed a series of experiments that, for various budget values, compare the performance of look-ahead tree

8Recall that for each of our four benchmark domains the setX0 only contains one single initial statex0. Yet as we will see below,
robustness with respect to perturbations of the initial state is one of the strengths of look-ahead tree policies, so that optimizing only over
one initial state is justified.
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Figure 6: Performance of optimized look-ahead tree policies (OLT) vs. baseline look-ahead tree policies for
various budget values. Sinceγ = 1 in the acrobot domain, the greedy-2 policy degenerates to greedy-1 and
theu-score based policy degenerates to the uniform policy. Since the reward is not upper-bounded in the HIV
domain, theu-score is not defined for this problem. As explained in the text, because the time required to make a
single decision increases linearly in the number of node expansions and because we have to evaluate many more
policies to produce a single OLT curve than we have to producea LT curve, we did not evaluate OLT on the same
large budget values as LT.

policies, with and without learning. Note that in these experiments, the budget is set before optimization, hence
we optimize one OLT policy per tested budget value.

The results of our comparison between OLT policies and traditional LT policies are given in Figure 6. OLT
policies achieve a better score on three domains out of the four (inverted pendulum, acrobot and HIV). Further-
more, thanks to learning, OLT requires a significantly smaller budget and hence online computational resources
to reach a given level of performance, again on three domainsout of the four (double inverted pendulum, acrobot
and HIV). The most impressive results are obtained on the HIVdomain, for which an OLT policy with a budget
of 2 node expansions already performs better than all other LT policies with a budget up tohmax = 87381 node
expansions (which corresponds to fully developed trees of depth 8). An OLT with such a small budget consists
in first expanding the node corresponding to the current state and then expanding one of its successor nodes.
Our results show that carefully selecting this successor state is much more efficient to solve the HIV problem
than developing large trees in a generic way. In the same spirit, on the acrobot problem, an OLT policy with
only 8 node expansions performs slightly better than a uniformly developed tree with a budget of 9841 nodes
(corresponding to a tree of depth of 7).

On the double inverted pendulum problem, OLTs are ultimately outperformed by look-ahead tree policies
usingu-score. However, we observe that our approach is much betterable to deal with a constrained computa-
tional budget. For example, using only 341 node expansions we obtain a reasonably well performing policy, that
outperforms all other generic tree development strategieseven when they have very large budgets.

On the inverted pendulum problem, we see that all LT policiesachieve a near-optimal performance (which
we can compute for this domain, e.g. see [26]) already with a budget of 5. It thus seems that there is little interest
in learning a specific node scoring function for this problem.
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Figure 7: Trajectory of the HIV system when controlled by an OLT policy with a budget of 85 node expansions.
The first six panels show the development of the six system states, the following two panels show the dosage of
the RTI and PI drugs applied, and the last panel shows the reward obtained in each step.

Illustration of the HIV policy. In order to allow a direct comparison between the performance of our method
on the HIV domain with the performance given in the earlier related work [17, 8, 7], we plot in Figure 7 the
trajectory that we obtain on the HIV system. These results show that our policy applies RTI and PI drugs in a way
which is very similar to what other state-of-the-art policies do (which, however, are obtained in a fundamentally
different manner, e.g., by fitted Q-value iteration using millions of sample transitions).

5.4 Offline complexity and sample efficiency

We have seen that the OLT representation enables to reach high-performance policies which often outperform
alternative DPS representations. Besides performance, another aspect of major importance in DPS is the com-
putational complexity of the learning process, i.e., how fast good policies can be obtained. We study the offline
computational complexity by looking at the performance of our different methods as a function of two metrics:
the number of policy evaluations performed and the number oftransitions simulated.

Experimental protocol. The most common solution to measure sample efficiency in a DPSscheme is to look
at the number of policy evaluations required to reach a certain level of performance. This measure corresponds to
the number of different parameter values that have been tried by the optimization algorithm. Here, we consider
two different optimization algorithms: cross-entropy andGPO. Cross-entropy is tuned as previously and GPO is
instantiated as follows: as kernel we chose, as it is standard for GP regression, the squared exponential given in
Eq. (18), where the hyperparameters are found for each batchof data via marginal likelihood optimization [45].
In this optimization, the best setting of the hyperparameters found in the previous iteration is used as the mean of
the hyperprior in the next iteration. To generate an initialbatch of training data, we generated 10 samples (100
samples in the double inverted pendulum domain) via Latin hypercube sampling; these initial samples are taken
into account when we compare sample efficiency. To find at eachiteration of GPO the best next sample location,
we optimize the EI acquisition function from Eq. (25) withζ = 0.01 using DIRECT.

We are interested in two questions: “How does GPO compare against CE when using the OLT representa-
tion?” and “How does the choice of representation impact thesample efficiency?” To answer these questions,
we selected the following three setups: OLT with GPO, OLT with CE and RBF with CE, and plotted the corre-
sponding learning curves for different values of thehmax andnBF hyperparameters. These plots are given in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Performance vs. number of policy evaluations. From left to right: OLT with GPO, OLT with CE and
RBF with CE. From top to bottom: inverted pendulum, double inverted pendulum, acrobot handstand and HIV
drug treatment.

Impact of the optimizer. We observe that GPO requires about one order of magnitude fewer policy evaluations
than CE on all four problems (note that the GPO curves stop at 500 policy evaluations, whereas we display CE
results until 5000 evaluations). We observe no notable difference between the performance of the final policies
obtained with GPO and CE, and the overall shapes of the learning curves are similar. Note that CE is much easier
to implement than GPO. Therefore, in the light of these results, we suggest using CE when sample complexity is
not a big problem and selecting GPO in the case where the number of policy evaluations is a strong applicative
constraint. Using GPO requires a bit more work, but is profitable since it enables to roughly perform learning
one order of magnitude faster.

Impact of the representation. Our results show that optimizing look-ahead trees is substantially more sample
efficient than optimizing the parameters in a basis functionrepresentation, this difference being 5K versus 50K-
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Figure 9: Performance vs. number of simulated transitions.

100K policy evaluations when using the cross-entropy method. The same kinds of differences are observed
when comparing against the NN representation. One obvious explanation for this is that optimizing the node
scoring function involves fewer parameters, which resultsin the search space having lower dimensionality (cf.
col. 4 in Table 1). As mentioned previously, a key advantage of OLT is that the complexity of the policy (i.e.,
the computational budgethmax) can be arbitrarily scaled without increasing the number ofparameters to be
optimized. In contrast, for both the neural network and adaptive basis function representation higher complexity
can only be achieved at the expense of a larger number of policy parameters, which generally involves harder
optimization problems.

Performance vs. number of simulated transitions. An important characteristic of OLT policies is that they
use more online computational resources than NN and RBF policies to take their decisions. Specifically, in order
to take a single decision, a look-ahead tree policy requiressimulatingKhmax transitions using a generative model
of the problem, since computing the policy involves expanding hmax nodes and expanding a node invokes the
model once per possible action. Hence, it is also important to study the learning performance with respect to the
number of simulated transitions. This new sample complexity measure is computed in the following way. Note
that one policy evaluation requires making a trajectory ofH steps (assuming we have a unique training initial
state) and that the simulator is called once per step of this trajectory. The number of simulated transitions per
policy evaluation is thusH for NN and RBF policies. If we add the additional simulation cost of OLT policies,
the number of simulated transitions per policy evaluation becomesH × (1 + Khmax).

We compare our three policy representations with the tuned hyperparameters given in Table 3. Since OLT
policies with high budget values are strongly disadvantaged w.r.t. the number of simulated transitions, we con-
sider an additionallow-bugetOLT setting, where the budget values were chosen by hand to beas small as possible
while still producing reasonably good policies. Figure 9 reports the learning curves obtained by CE for the NN
and RBF settings and by both GPO and CE for the two OLT settings.

We observe slightly different behaviors depending on the problem. In the two first problems, the best policies
are obtained with NN and RBF for small number of simulated transitions, and after a given threshold, OLT
policies become better. This was expected since evaluatinga single OLT policy can already require simulating
thousands of transitions. In the acrobot and HIV problems, OLT policies outperform the other ones on almost
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Figure 10: Performance vs. hyperparameter value. Top: Performance of NN as a function of the number of
hidden neurons. Bottom: Performance of RBF as a function of the number of basis functions.

the whole x-axis range, which was more unexpected. This proves that the larger number of transitions required
to take decisions is partly compensated by the smaller number of parameters to optimize.

On all four problems, we observe that (i) low-budget OLT policies outperform tuned OLT policies when the
number of simulated transitions is small, (ii) policies optimized with GPO always outperform their counterparts
optimized with CE, and (iii) the asymptotically best (or almost best in the case of acrobot) policies are based on
optimized look-ahead trees.

5.5 Robustness with respect to hyperparameters

In addition to performance and learning efficiency, anotherproperty of DPS approaches particularly relevant for
practical applications is that their hyperparameters should be easy to tune. Indeed, tuning these parameters is part
of the whole policy learning process and contributes to the offline complexity, hence the more trial and error is
required, the longer it takes to obtain high-performance policies. The behavior of OLT policies as a function of
thehmax hyperparameter was shown in Figure 6. We report the performance of the other two kinds of policies as
a function of their respective hyperparameters in Figure 10. Since CE is a stochastic optimization algorithm, we
performed these experiments ten times for each setting and report the empirical means and standard deviations.

Depending on the problem domain, NN and RBF can be quite sensitive to the setting of their complexity
parameter. For both methods, there are some problems for which tuning the complexity hyperparameter is rather
easy, and others for which it is much harder. We observe that on the acrobot benchmark, which is the only one
where NN and RBF are able to produce policies competitive with OLT policies, both the performance of NN and
RBF policies have large variances: performance varies strongly both for increasing the complexity (number of
nodes/basis functions) or across different runs in the samesetting. To understand this large variance, it should be
noted that acrobot is different from the previous domains inthat there is no partial solution: a policy is either able
to swing up and successfully balance in the handstand position indefinitely (the reward is> 104) or not at all (the
reward is of order103 at most). Successful balance is only possible if the system approaches the tiny region in
the state space from where LQR can take over.

Although we observe in some cases that good policies can be found using a fairly compact representation,
our results indicate that, seen across all domains, finding the best possible complexity parameter for NN and RBF
requires a large amount of trial and error experimentation.On the other hand, as is shown in Figure 6, OLTs are
rather easy to tune, since, in general, increasing the budget increases the quality of the policy or only slightly
degrades it. In all our experiments, a default value corresponding to a fully developed tree of depth 3 or 4 yielded
good policies.
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Figure 11: Regret for NN, RBF and OLT policies on the invertedpendulum domain when the testing initial state
differs from the training initial state.
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Figure 12: Robustness of an OLT policy
for the HIV drug treatment domain. The
plot examines how the performance of the
policy (with budget 85) decreases when
the initial state for which the policy was
optimized is perturbed: each curve cor-
responds to the perturbation of one state
variable independently. The vertical line
atx = 100 denotes the unperturbed value.

5.6 Robustness with respect to initial states.

In DPS, policies are optimized w.r.t. a particular distribution over initial states. An important issue is that this
distribution may not perfectly match future unexpected usage of the learned policy. In general, preference should
be given to policies that are robust w.r.t. such mismatches.To compare the robustness of the NN, RBF and OLT
policies and study how well they are able to generalize when starting from initial states which differ from those
used during learning, we performed experiments by evaluating them on perturbed or completely different initial
states on the inverted pendulum problem and the HIV drug treatment problem.

Stability on inverted pendulum. To analyze the stability of the various policies on this domain, we started by
learning NN, RBF and OLT policies with the single initial state x0 = (−π, 0) and then evaluated these policies
across the whole domain by systematically varying the initial state. Remember that in the pendulum domain,
other than in the higher dimensional domains, we are actually able to compute the optimal policy (using a high-
resolution grid). We use this latter policy to report theregret for each initial state, i.e. the difference between the
optimal performance and performance gotten from the learned policy. The results of these experiments are given
in Figure 11. It can be seen that an OLT policy (budget 20) performs well and incurs close to zero regret across
large parts of the state space, with an exception being the region around(π, 0) (which can be explained by the
choice of the parametrization in Eq. (13) in whichπ and−π are maximally separated). When comparing with
NN and RBF policies, we see that both representations are less able to generalize and can incur comparatively
large regrets even for small perturbations.

Stability on HIV drug treatment. Figure 12 illustrates the robustness of an OLT policy (budget 85) in the
HIV domain. This time we are no longer able to exhaustively sample the state space; instead, we perturb each
state variable in turn by multiplying each variable ofx0 independently by a factor ranging from 0.1 to 10. The
figure then shows that the performance stays largely stable even for large perturbations9. In particular, even for

9Note that in doing this we did not pay attention to the physical meaning of the variables; thus by increasing the value of the sixth
state variable it appears as if the policy begins to perform even better. However, since this state variable denotes the count of healthy cells
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Figure 13: Robustness of OLT when the budget of allowed node expansions used during evaluation of a policy
differs from the budget that was used to learn it. Each curve corresponds to a policy which was first optimized
for a fixed budget of node expansions (as indicated by the legend) and then later evaluated with the number of
node expansions varying as indicated by the x-axis.

large perturbations, the performance of the OLT policy remains significantly higher than the best results obtained
by NN and RBF (> 3e9 vs.≈ 1e9).

5.7 Robustness with respect to the budget

With DPS, OLT policies are optimized w.r.t. a fixed budget of allowed node expansions. We now examine how
robust the solution is when the budget used during evaluation of a policy differs from the budget used to learn it.
For each of the four domains, we took two or three representative OLT policies and evaluated them with various
different evaluation budgets. Figure 13 shows the results of this experiment.

We observe different kinds of behaviors. In some cases, OLT policies are rather robust w.r.t. changes in the
evaluation budget. As an example, the HIV policy learned with a budget of40 works reasonably well for evalua-
tion budgets ranging from10 to 100. In some other cases, small changes in the budget lead to fastperformance
drops. The acrobot domain leads to an extreme case of this phenomenon, in which, as an example, the OLT
policy trained for a budget of40 only works well if the evaluation budget is also40. These results thus stress the
fact an OLT policies are optimized for a given online budget and that the same budget should be available during
both learning and evaluation.

in the blood of a patient, increasing its value by an order of magnitude alters the whole problem.
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6 Related Work

The approach proposed in this paper lies at the intersectionof two families of solutions for sequential-decision
making. We first overview direct policy search in Section 6.1and then discuss relevant work on look-ahead tree
search in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 positions our approach with respect to model predictive control techniques. Fi-
nally, Section 6.4 suggests that optimized look-ahead treepolicies belong to a larger emergent class of techniques:
parameterized algorithms for decision-making.

6.1 Direct policy search

Direct policy search is a widely used class of solutions thatcomes from reinforcement learning. For a general
overview over the field of reinforcement learning, refer to one of the books of [51, 3, 44, 5]. Over the years,
many DPS techniques have been proposed and giving credit to every one of them would be hardly possible.
Individual techniques differentiate themselves by their policy parametrization and the optimization method used
for identifying parameters leading to a high-performing policy. The main distinction is whether the policy search
is gradient-free or gradient-based.

Gradient-based DPS, which very often also goes by the name ofpolicy-gradient method, follows an iterative
optimization scheme and uses the gradient of the value function to adapt and change the policy parameters such
that performance increases. This requires the value function to be a smooth function of the policy parameters,
which is typically achieved by considering compatible stochastic policies. Often however, the gradient cannot be
computed analytically since the value function itself is not available in closed form. Instead, the gradient has to
be estimated using, e.g., finite difference approximation,Monte-Carlo rollouts or value function approximation
which leads to the actor-critic methods. One of the best known examples is probably the natural policy gradient
method described in [43]; another more recent example is thework in [15]. While impressive results have been
obtained in particular for learning controllers in robotics, policy-gradient methods do have some weaknesses; the
most notable ones being a high sensitivity to the initial value of the policy parameters (the starting point of the
iteration), abundance of local minima, and difficulties when the return is noisy or stochastic. Note that in this
paper we do not deal with gradient-based policy search.

Gradient-free DPS on the other hand finds the best policy parameters via derivative-free global optimization.
Its main strength is simplicity and generality; the latter meaning that, because it is derivative-free, the repre-
sentation of a policy by any algorithm with adjustable parameters is admissable, and not only those for which
the value function will be differentiable. Since gradient-free DPS techniques perform a global search in the
parameters space, they do not suffer from local minima or from the problem of having to guess a good initial
solution; these techniques were also shown to cope well withstochastic returns and hidden states. For certain
domains in reinforcement learning such as Tetris, the best performing policies known today have been obtained
by gradient-free DPS (see [52] and follow-up work). The weakness of this approach is that conceptually it is
less sample-efficient than policy-gradient methods and thus will require a substantially higher number of policy
evaluations. This comes as a consequence of having to solve aglobal optimization problem over a potentially
high-dimensional search space; however, by carefully designing the policy parametrization and choosing power-
ful optimizers sample efficiency is often improved.

Early examples of DPS came under the guise of evolutionary approaches for reinforcement learning, or
neuroevolution, and consisted of neural networks as policyrepresentation, with the weights making up the policy
parameters, and variants of genetic algorithms acting as global optimizer. Examples can be found in [40] and [19],
where later work also considered optimization of the network structure [50], or using recurrent neural networks
to better cope with hidden states [20]. A recent comparison of these methods can also be found in [55] and [27].

As an alternative to genetic algorithms, more recent work started to explore the use of the cross-entropy
method [47], or variants such as the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy CMA-ES [21] as global
optimizer for policy search. Examples include [23], where the policy was represented by a simple linearly
parametrized function, [27], where the policy was represented by a neural network, or [7], where the policy was
represented by adaptive radial basis functions. These latter two were also used in this paper as baseline methods
during the experimental evaluation of our look-ahead trees. Another example for a policy parametrization is to
use domain-specific building blocks, such as motor primitives, as it was done in [29] and [32] to optimize the
gait of the AIBO quadrupedal robot. A different kind of policy representation is used in [53] to learn a policy for
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the game of Ms. Pac-Man; here the policy is represented by a list of domain-specific parameterized rules.
Section 4 described a third option for the global optimization part: Gaussian process optimization [38, 4].

GPO can achieve very good sample efficiency and was previously considered for policy search in [32] and [18].
In the end however, the choice of which global optimizer one uses will always be secondary; what is more
important is how the policy is represented and to what extentthis representation facilitates the optimization
process by shaping the “fitness landscape”.

6.2 Look-ahead tree search

The algorithm studied in this paper can also be related to thelarger field of tree-based planning and search. One
of the most seminal works in this field is theA∗ algorithm [22] which uses a best-first search to find the shortest
path from a source state/configuration to a goal state/configuration. The conceptual difference betweenA∗ and
related methods on the one side and what we are presenting here on the other side is that our method implements
anonlineandfinite computational budgetmechanism: a search tree is grown at each decision-making step, and
only a finite number of node expansions is allowed during treedevelopment (the larger the computational budget,
the better the decision). InA∗ the search tree needs to be grown until a goal state is reached. Our method is
thus capable of online planning and producing closed-loop policies, whereasA∗ is not. More specifically, the
algorithm studied in this paper can also be interpreted as a method for learning an exploration strategy in a tree. In
A∗, the function used for evaluating the nodes is the sum of two terms: the length of the so far shortest path from
the source to the current node and an optimistic estimate of the shortest path from this node to the goal (a so-called
“admissible” heuristic). Several authors have sought to learn good admissible heuristics for theA∗ algorithm.
For example, we can mention the LRTA∗ algorithm [30] which is a variant ofA∗ and which learns over multiple
trials an optimal admissible heuristic. More recent work for learning strategies to efficiently explore graphs
have focused on the use of supervised regression techniquesusing various approximation structures to solve this
problem (e.g., linear regression, neural networks,k-nearest neighbors); for example, see [33, 37, 57, 22].

Another noteworthy example for combining learned heuristic functions and look-ahead tree search (in this
case IDA* and a bootstrapping procedure) is the recent work in [2]. However, it should be noted that this approach
is not directly comparable as it is applied to search problems and puzzles, and not, as we do here, to continuous
optimal control tasks with its more general concept of per-step costs and rewards.

6.3 Model predictive control

Model predictive control (MPC) techniques have originallybeen introduced as ways to stabilize large-scale sys-
tems with constraints around equilibrium points (or arounda reference trajectory) [39, 11, 16]. They exploit
an explicitly formulated model of the problem and solve in a receding horizon manner a series of finite time
open-loop deterministic optimal control problems. In suchthey are very much related to look-ahead tree tech-
niques. Actually, a MPC technique that searches for the firstaction of the optimal sequence of actions over the
finite optimisation horizon through (clever) exploration of a tree is a look-ahead tree technique. However, most
of the control techniques labelled as MPC techniques do not use tree-exploration for identifying (near-) optimal
sequences of actions. They rather assume strong regularityassumptions on the system dynamics and the reward
function (e.g., linearity) – that we do not make here – which are exploited to reformulate the search for an optimal
open-loop sequence of action as a standard mathematical programming problem (e.g., convex optimisation prob-
lem, mixed integer programming problem). This reformulation of the problem as a mathematical programming
problem often leads to techniques that are able to scale wellto very large state-action spaces, provided of course
that the regularity assumptions hold.

6.4 Parameterized algorithms for decision-making

We see our work here as an application of a more generic meta-algorithm and research methodology: for a given
targeted class of problems, (i) identify an algorithm skeleton that is believed to provide promising solutions to
problem instances, (ii) parameterize this algorithm and (iii) optimize the parameters in a problem-driven way,
through DPS, i.e., through direct optimization of the algorithm performance. This methodology can be applied
to a wide range of problem kinds and has already inspired several authors. The system proposed in [6] places
an optimisation layer on top of an approximate value iteration algorithm to optimize the location of its basis
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functions. In [14] (Section 5.3), the authors consider multi-stage stochastic programming techniques and opti-
mize the scenario trees using Monte-Carlo methods. Closer to our work, it is proposed in [12] to parameterize a
tree-search technique for decision-making:upper confidence trees. In this work, the parameters enable to control
the simulation policy used to estimate long-term returns within the upper confidence tree algorithm.

Parameterized algorithms have also been shown to be relevant to solve various kinds of exploration/exploitation
dilemma in a problem-driven way. References [36] and [34] propose to learn exploration/exploitation strategies
for multi-armed bandit problems either by using the same kind of parameterizations (a simple linear function)
and the same kind of optimizers (derivative-free global optimizers) as ours or by searching in a space of formulas.
Reference [9] extends this idea to the exploration/exploitation dilemma that occurs in single-trajectory reinforce-
ment learning. Here, the parameters are no longer real-valued vectors, but rather small formulas that depend on
the internal variables of the policy. Given a target class ofMarkov decision problems, this method is able to learn
high-performance policies that outperform state-of-the-art generic reinforcement learning algorithms.

We believe that with the recent progress in derivative-freeglobal optimization (with algorithms such as cross-
entropy, CMA-ES and GPO) and the continuously growing available computing power, the class of such param-
eterized algorithms optimized in a problem-driven way is likely to play a more prominent role in the near future,
since they offer a systematic way to improve upon generic solutions, by exploiting problem-dependent charac-
teristics through learning.

7 Discussion and Future Work

This paper has focused on a particular kind of sequential decision-making problems: finite actions, deterministic
transitions, known transition and reward function (i.e., agenerative black-box model which allows us to simulate
arbitrary transitions), and an “informative” reward. However, it relies on a generic idea – learning online strategies
in an offline way – that we believe to be relevant to several other kinds of sequential decision-making problems.

Optimized look-ahead trees can be extended in many different ways by applying the following general
methodology: (i) choose a tree-based decision algorithm adapted to the target class of problems, (ii) parame-
terize its exploration strategy and (iii) learn the parameters through direct policy search. We now detail various
possible extensions of OLTs.

• Stochastic transitions.Reference [8] extended the work on optimistic planning [24]to deal with sparsely
stochastic systems (sparsely meaning that there is only a small number of possible successor states for each
state/action pair). In this extension, expanding a node means simulating all possible one-step transitions for
every action. Expanding OLTs in a similar way is rather immediate and mainly impacts the computation
of ℓ-score of nodes used for taking final decisions (see Section 3.2).

• Sparse rewards.In OLTs, it is assumed that short-term sums of rewards are sufficiently informative to take
high quality decisions. This assumption can be problematicin many decision problems. For example, in
games, a single reward, such as +1 in case of win or -1 in case ofloss, is only observed at the end of the
game. In the field of game playing, Monte-Carlo tree search (MCTS) techniques [28] have raised a huge
amount of interest recently thanks to breakthrough resultsin computer Go [13]. The tree-development
strategy of OLTs is the equivalent of the so-calledselection phaseof MCTS. The successful results pre-
sented in this paper thus suggest to parameterize the selection policy used in MCTS and to learn it through
direct policy search.

• Large number of actions.Large number of actions means that we can no longer exhaustively generate all
successor states when predicting one step ahead; instead, one would have to use sampling techniques or
progressive widening techniques which is also an active research topic in tree-based search [48, 13, 10].
Some of these techniques have also been proposed in the context of continuous actions for reinforcement
learning [46, 56, 31, 54].

• Model learning. To what extent OLTs can be useful for solving sequential decision making problems in
which the model is unknown (the classic reinforcement learning setting) is an open question. We believe
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that OLTs could in principle deal with imperfect models, by learning a node scoring function that com-
pensates for the weaknesses of the model. We could thus imagine combining OLTs with an online model
learner (e.g., see [26]).

• Choice of parameterization.While the current work already achieves good results with the node scoring
heuristic being just linearly parameterized as in Eq. (13),one can easily imagine using more powerful
nonlinear parameterizations, e.g., neural networks or radial basis function networks. Similarly, one could
also explore the benefit of including additional features when computing the node scores, e.g., theu-score.

• OLT and RL.Another promising direction that remains to be explored is how OLTs can be combined with
value function based reinforcement learning. Since the value function estimated by reinforcement learning
could also act as a node scoring heuristic (in fact, the node scoring heuristic can be seen as a surrogate for
the value function with the difference being that the formeris ranking nodes for expanding a look-ahead
tree over multiple steps into the future, whereas the latteris directly ranking nodes in a 1-step look-ahead),
combining OLTs with RL could produce further improvements.

• Varied applications.The current paper explores OLT from the point of view of DPS and studies its proper-
ties in the context of deterministic optimal control tasks,such as pole balancing. Coming from the point of
view of LT, another interesting application area would be planning and search, and in particular the domain
of games (cf. itemsparse rewardsabove).

8 Conclusion

This paper has introducedoptimized look-ahead tree (OLT) policies, a novel model-based techniquethat bridges
the gap between two major families of solutions for solving optimal control problems: direct policy search (DPS)
and look-ahead tree (LT) policies. Our approach uses a new way of representing a policy by using parameterized
look-ahead trees. In this representation, the parameters of the policy over which optimization takes place encode
the node scoring function by which the tree is grown (until a predefined computational budget is exhausted) ev-
ery time an action is required from the system. This approachmanages to combine the best of both DPS and
LT approaches. From the point of view of DPS, optimized look-ahead tree policies provide a more generic way
of representing policies that largely avoids the trial and work required to find a suitable functional form for a
parameterized policy. From the point of view of LT, DPS is thekey to significantly reduce the online computa-
tional requirement, through a principled offline procedurefor learning the heuristic driving the construction of
the look-ahead tree.

We have shown through an experimental study that our approach has several desirable qualities: it (1) pro-
duces high-performance and robust policies that often outperform both pure LT and pure DPS policies, (2) has
lower offline complexity than pure DPS and lower online complexity than pure DP, and (3) can, in particular, be
optimized for a fixed online budget to meet the requirements of a specific application.
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A Dynamic model of the inverted pendulum

Refer to the schematic representation of the inverted pendulum given in Figure 5a. The state variables are the
angle measured from the vertical axis,φ(t) [rad], and the angular velocitẏφ(t) [rad/s]. The control variable is
the torqueu(t) [Nm] applied, which is restricted to the interval[−5, 5]. The motion of the pendulum is described
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Table 4: Physical parameters of the inverted pendulum domain
Symbol Value Meaning
g 9.81 [m/s2] gravitation
m 1 [kg] mass of link
l 1 [m] length of link
µ 0.05 coefficient of friction

by the differential equation:

φ̈(t) =
1

ml2

(

−µφ̇(t) + mgl sin φ(t) + u(t)
)

. (27)

The angular velocity is restricted via saturation to the interval φ̇ ∈ [−10, 10]. The values and meaning of the
physical parameters are given in Table 4.

The solution to the continuous-time dynamic equation is obained by writing Eq. (27) as a first-order system
and using a Runge-Kutta solver withh = 40 intermediate steps. The time step of the simulation is∆t = 0.2
sec, during which the applied control is kept constant. The 2-dimensional state vector isx(t) ≡

(

φ(t), φ̇(t)), the
scalar control variable isu(t). Since our algorithm requires a finite set of possible actions, we discretized the
continuous control space into5 discrete action choicesa ∈ {−5,−2.5, 0, 2.5, 5}.

B Dynamic model of the double inverted pendulum

Refer to the schematic representation of the double inverted pendulum on spring-linked carts given in Figure 5b.
The state variables are, for each carti = 1, 2, the angle of displacement measured from the vertical axis,θi(t)
[rad], the angular velocitẏθi(t) [rad/s], the position of the cartxi(t) [m] measured from the origin (notex1(t) <
x2(t)), and its velocityẋi(t) [m/s]. The vector-valued control is the forceui(t) [Nm] applied to each cart, which
is restricted to the interval[−2, 2]. The system as a whole is described by the system of differential equations
(see online appendix of [24]):

θ̈i(t) =
[

b2
i (t)a

12
i (t) − a22b1

i (t)
]

/
[

a12
i (t)a21

i (t) − a11a22
]

, i = 1, 2 (28)

ẍi(t) =
[

b1
i (t) − a11θ̈i(t)

]

/a12
i (t), i = 1, 2, (29)

where

a12
i (t) := − cos θi(t)

a21
i (t) := lmp cos θi(t)

b1
i (t) := g sin θi(t) − µpθ̇i(t)/(lmp)

b2
i (t) := lmpθ̇

2
i (t) sin θi(t) − fi(t) + µc sign(ẋi(t))

fi(t) := ui(t) + K(ls − |x2(t) − x1(t)|)

a11 := 4l/3

a22 := −(mc + mp).

The angular velocity is restricted via saturation to the interval φ̇i ∈ [−10, 10], the velocity of the cart to
ẋi ∈ [−5, 5]. The system knows two terminal conditions which lead to a stopping of the process: collision
between one of the carts and a wall, and collision between thecarts. More specifically, these conditions are
implemented as follows: the temporal evolution of the system is halted if at any timet at least one of the
following is true:

• |xi(t)| > L (first cart collides with left wall or second cart collides with right wall)

• x2(t) ≤ x1(t) (first cart has passed the second cart)
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Table 5: Physical parameters of the double inverted pendulum domain
Symbol Value Meaning
g 9.81 [m/s2] gravitation
L 1.0 [m] half-length of the track
l 0.5 [m] half-length of a pole
mc 1.0 [kg] mass of a cart
mp 0.1 [kg] mass of a pole
µc 0.0005 coefficient of friction of a cart
µp 0.000002 coefficient of friction of a pole
K 2.0 coefficientK of the spring
ls 0.5 [m] relaxed length of the spring
lsmin 0.1 [m] minimum length of the spring before deformation
lsmax 1.5 [m] maximum length of the spring before deformation

• |x2(t) − x1(t)| /∈ [lsmin, lsmax] (outside minimal and maximal length of spring before deformation)

The values and meaning of the physical parameters are given in Table 5.
The solution to the continuous-time dynamic equations is obtained by writing Eqs. (28)-(29) as a first or-

der system and using a Runge-Kutta solver withh = 10 intermediate steps. The time step of the simula-
tion is ∆t = 0.1 sec, during which the applied control is kept constant. The 8-dimensional state vector is
x(t) ≡

(

x1(t), x2(t), ẋ1(t), ẋ2(t), θ1(t), θ2(t), θ̇1(t), θ̇2(t)
)

, the control vector isu(t) ≡
(

u1(t), u2(t)
)

. Since
our algorithm requires a finite set of possible actions, we discretized the control space into4 discrete action
choicesa ∈ {(−2,−2), (−2,+2), (+2,−2), (+2, +2)}.

C Dynamic model of the acrobot

Refer to the schematic representation of the acrobot domaingiven in Figure 5c. The state variables are the
angle of the first link measured from the horizontal axis,θ1(t) [rad], the angular velocitẏθ1(t) [rad/s], the angle
between the second link and the first linkθ2(t) [rad], and its angular velocitẏθ2(t) [rad/s]. The control variable
is the torqueτ(t) [Nm] applied at the second joint. The dynamic model of the acrobot system is [49]:

θ̈1(t) = −
1

d1(t)

(

d2(t)θ̈2(t) + φ1(t)
)

(30)

θ̈2(t) =
1

m2l2c2 + I2 −
d2(t)2

d1(t)

(

τ(t) +
d2(t)

d1(t)
φ1(t) − m2l1lc2θ̇1(t)

2 sin θ2(t) − φ2(t)
)

(31)

where

d1(t) :=m1l
2
c1 + m2

(

l21 + l2c2 + 2l1lc2 cos θ2(t)
)

+ I1 + I2

d2(t) :=m2

(

l2c2 + l1lc2 cos θ2(t)
)

+ I2

φ1(t) := − m2l1lc2θ̇2(t)
2 sin θ2(t) − 2m2l1lc2θ̇2(t)θ̇1(t) sin θ2(t) +

(

m1lc1 + m2l1
)

g cos θ1(t) + φ2(t)

φ2(t) :=m2lc2g cos
(

θ1(t) + θ2(t)
)

.

The angular velocities are restricted via saturation to theintervalθ1 ∈ [−4π, 4π], andθ2 ∈ [−9π, 9π]. The values
and meaning of the physical parameters are given in Table 6; we used the same parameters as in [51].

The solution to the continuous-time dynamic equations in Eqs. (30)-(31) is obained using a Runge-Kutta
solver withh = 20 intermediate steps. The time step of the simulation is∆t = 0.2 sec, during which the applied
control is kept constant. The 4-dimensional state vector isx(t) ≡

(

θ1(t), θ2(t), θ̇1(t), θ̇2(t)
)

, the scalar control
variable isτ(t).

The motor was allowed to produce torquesτ in the range[−1, 1]. Since our algorithm requires a finite set of
possible actions, we discretized the continuous control space. Here we use three actions: the first two correspond
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Table 6: Physical parameters of the acrobot domain
Symbol Value Meaning
g 9.8 [m/s2] gravitation
mi 1 [kg] mass of linki
li 1 [m] length of linki
lci 0.5 [m] length to center of mass of linki
Ii 1 [kg · m2] moment of inertia of linki

to a bang-bang control and take on the extreme values−1 and+1. However, a bang-bang control alone does
not allow us to keep the acrobot in the inverted handstand position, which is an unstable equilibrium. As a third
action, we therefore introduce a more complex balance-action, which is derived via LQR. First, we linearize the
acrobot’s equation of motion about the unstable equilibrium (−π/2, 0, 0, 0), yielding:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),

where, after plugging in the physical parameters of Table 6,

A =









0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

6.21 −0.95 0 0
−4.78 5.25 0 0









, B =









0
0

−0.68
1.75









, x(t) =









θ1(t) − π/2
θ2(t)

θ̇1(t)

θ̇2(t)









u(t) = τ(t).

Using MATLAB, an LQR controller was then computed for the cost matricesQ = I4×4 andR = 1, yielding the
state feedback law

u(t) = −Kx(t), (32)

with constant gain matrixK = [−189.28,−47.46,−89.38,−29.19]. The values resulting from Eq. (32) were
truncated to stay inside the valid range[−1, 1]. Note that the LQR controller works as intended and produces
meaningful results only when the state is already in a close neighborhood of the handstand state; in particular, it
is incapable of swinging up and balancing the acrobot on its own from the initial state(0, 0, 0, 0).

D Dynamic model of the HIV drug treatment domain

The HIV infection dynamics are described by a six-dimensional nonlinear system with the state vectorx(t) ≡
(

T1(t), T2(t), T
∗
1 (t), T ∗

2 (t), V (t), E(t)
)

, where

1. T1(t) ≥ 0 (T ∗
1 (t) ≥ 0) is the number of non-infected (infected)CD4+ T-lymphocytes (in cells/ml),

2. T2(t) ≥ 0 (T ∗
2 (t) ≥ 0) is the number of non-infected (infected) macrophages (in cells/ml),

3. V (t) ≥ 0 is the number of free HI virus particles (in copies/ml), and

4. E(t) ≥ 0 is the number of cytotoxic T-lymphocytes (in cells/ml).

The dynamics is described by the following system of first-order differential equations (see [1]):

Ṫ1(t) = λ1 − d1T1(t) − (1 − ε1(t))k1V (t)T1(t) (33)

Ṫ2(t) = λ2 − d2T2(t) − (1 − fε1(t))k2V (t)T2(t) (34)

Ṫ ∗
1 (t) = (1 − ε1(t))k1V (t)T1(t) − δT ∗

1 (t) − m1E(t)T ∗
1 (t) (35)

Ṫ ∗
2 (t) = (1 − fε1(t))k2V (t)T2(t) − δT ∗

2 (t) − m2E(t)T ∗
2 (t) (36)

V̇ (t) = (1 − ε2(t))NT δ(T ∗
1 (t) + T ∗

2 (t)) − cV (t)−
[

(1 − ε1(t))ρ1k1T1(t) + (1 − fε1(t))ρ2k2T2(t)
]

V (t) (37)

Ė(t) = λE +
bE(T ∗

1 (t) + T ∗
2 (t))

T ∗
1 (t) + T ∗

2 (t) + Kb

E(t) −
dE(T ∗

1 (t) + T ∗
2 (t))

T ∗
1 (t) + T ∗

2 (t) + Kd

E(t) − δEE(t) (38)
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The vector-valued control variable isu(t) = (ε1(t), ε2(t)), whereε1 andε2 corresponds to the dosage of
the reverse transcriptase inhibitor drug (RTI) and the protease inhibitor drug (PI), respectively. In STI, drugs are
either fully administered (they are “on”) or not at all (theyare “off”). A fully administered RTI drug corresponds
to the valueε1 = 0.7, while a fully administered PI drug corresponds to the valueε2 = 0.3. This leads to
a discrete actions space with four possible choicesa ∈ {(0.7, 0.3), (0.7, 0), (0, 0.3), (0, 0)}. Because it is not
clinically feasible to change the treatment daily, the state is measured and the drugs are switched on or off once
every five days. Therefore, the system is controlled in discrete time with a sampling period of∆t = 5 days
(during which the chosen controls are kept constant).

As shown in [1], in the absence of treatment (i.e.ε1 = ε2 ≡ 0), the system in Eqs. (33)-(37) exhibits three
physical equilibrium points:

1. an unstable equiliberium point(T1, T2, T
∗
1 , T ∗

2 , V,E) = (106, 3198, 0, 0, 0, 10) which represents an unin-
fected state;

2. a “healthy” locally stable equilibrium point(T1, T2, T
∗
1 , T ∗

2 , V,E) = (967839, 621, 76, 6, 415, 353108)
which corresponds to a small viral load, a highCD4+ T-lymphocytes count and a high HIV-specific
cytotoxic T-cells count;

3. a “non-healthy” locally stable equilibrium point(T1, T2, T
∗
1 , T ∗

2 , V,E) = (163573, 5, 11945, 46, 63919, 24)
for which T-cells are depleted and the viral load is very high.

Numerical simulations show that the basin of attraction of the healthy steady-state is relatively small in compar-
ison with the one of the non-healthy steady-state. Furthermore, perturbation of the uninfected steady-state by
adding as little as one single particle of virus perml of blood plasma leads to asymptotical convergence towards
the non-healthy steady-state.

The solution to the continuous-time dynamic equations in Eqs. (33)-(37) is obtained by using a Runge-Kutta
solver withh = 500 intermediate steps. The values and meaning of the constantsin the model is the same as in
[1],[17]: λ1 = 10, 000, d1 = 0.01, k1 = 8 · 10−7, λ2 = 31.98, d2 = 0.01, f = 0.34, k2 = 1 · 10−4, δ = 0.7,
m1 = 1 · 10−5, m2 = 1 · 10−5, NT = 100, c = 13, ̺1 = 1, ̺2 = 1, λE = 1, bE = 0.3, Kb = 100, dE = 0.25,
Kd = 500, δE = 0.1.
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